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Abstract: The rich history of cartography and typography indicates that typograph-

ic attributes, such as bold, italic and size, can be used to represent data in labels on 

thematic maps. These typographic attributes are itemized and characterized for 

encoding literal, categorical and quantitative data. Label-based thematic maps are 

shown, including examples that scale to multiple data attributes, and a large num-

ber of entities. Multiple approaches to handle long labels are considered. Position-

al and proportional encoding apply attributes to portions of labels for encoding a 

large number of data attributes or quantitative values. Quantitative evaluation in-

dicates label-based thematic maps may outperform choropleth maps for some 

tasks. Qualitative evaluation provides guidance for design considerations.  
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1. Introduction  

Typography has been used in maps for hundreds of years to encode data into 

typographic elements such as size, oblique, case, underline, spacing and font-

family. Figure 1 shows an example with these many typographic variants.   

 

 

Fig. 1. Portion of map from Stieler’s Atlas of Modern Geography (1909). Labels use variation in 

case, weight, underlines (dash, solid, double), italics (and reverse italics), spacing and font-

family to encode data.  Public domain.  
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However, thematic maps such as cartograms and choropleths represent data on 

maps typically with non-textual representations, such as changing the color or size 

of geographic areas. Typography is typically minimal or secondary to the other el-

ements of these thematic maps. Popular thematic types include choropleth maps 

and many varieties of cartograms such as contiguous shape-preserving cartograms, 

Dorling cartograms and so on, with some examples shown in Figure 2. 

 

    

Fig. 2. Left: example choropleth map encoding data via color per county. Center: a contiguous 

cartogram representing data by adjusting the area of each county, plus a second data attribute by 

color. Right: a Dorling cartogram representing states as circles, with size and color indicating da-

ta. Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics (www.bls.gov/web/metro/twmcort.pdf); Wikipedia 

(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartogram), University of Washington (homes.cs.washington.edu/~j-

heer/files/zoo), used with permission. 

These thematic maps have some well-known problems. For example: 

 Some areas can be too small to be discernable (e.g., Singapore), 

 Large regions are more prominent than small regions, but some tasks require 

that regions are perceived equally, e.g., comparison of policies, 

 The viewer may have low geographic literacy, for example, only 8.3 of 17 

major countries could be identified by young Americans (GfK 2006). 

Note that labels are rarely used, and do not encode data beyond the literal text. 

Instead, we use labels enhanced with typographic attributes that encode many di-

mensions of data. Our unique contributions include: 

 Thematic maps where the label is the key element conveying data. 

 Many choropleth and cartograms indicate only one or two data variables, 

e.g., color (in a choropleth map), or size and color (in a cartogram). Typo-

graphic attributes can encode many more data variables into a single label. 

 Encoding data along the length of a string can enable more levels or more 

data. (Positional and proportional encoding).  

2. Background  

Given centuries of typography and cartography, plus visualization research, 

there is a wealth of history to inform the use of typography in thematic maps. 

file:///C:/Users/rbrath/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/www.bls.gov/web/metro/twmcort.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartogram
file:///C:/Users/rbrath/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/homes.cs.washington.edu/~j-heer/files/zoo
file:///C:/Users/rbrath/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/homes.cs.washington.edu/~j-heer/files/zoo
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2.1 Cartographic Typography 

Typographic variation to indicate different data in maps has existed since early 

maps. For example, the 13th century Matthew of Paris’ map of Great Britain dif-

ferentiates among shires in multicolor uppercase, counties in red, cities in black 

with some cities in boxes as shown in Figure 3.  

 

 

Fig. 3.  Portion of Matthew Paris’ map of Great Britain, with different types of place names in 

different colors and case. Matthew Paris, 1200-59, British Library, http://www.bl.uk/collection-

items/matthew-paris-map-of-britain. Public domain.  

After the invention of the printing press, colored text was used less frequently. 

However, other typographic attributes, such as italics or case, were used to indi-

cate different types of data. The differentiation occurred whether hand-engraved 

text, such as Mercator’s map of Palestine in 1537 (Osley 1969) or movable type, 

as seen in Figure 4, a snippet of Munster’s Geographia Universalis (1540). 

 

http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/matthew-paris-map-of-britain
http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/matthew-paris-map-of-britain
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Fig. 4.  Portion of map from Munster’s Geographia Universalis with different types of place 

names in italics and capitalization. Sebastian Munster, “Italia XIIII> Nova Tabula” from Ge-

ographia Universalis, 1540. Map #83 from Otto and Marie Neurath Isotype Collection, Univer-

sity of Reading, used with permission.   

By the mid-1800’s, there were more typefaces, weights, underlines and small-

caps. Maps evolved to use these typographic attributes simultaneously within a la-

bel to indicate many data attributes. Figure 5 left shows a portion of an Ordnance 

Survey map legend (Hodson 1926) where city labels indicate: 1) the literal name 

of the city with text; 2) administrative centers with italics; 3) population category 

with font size; 4) country via font type (serif for UK, slab-serif or serif variant for 

Scotland); and, 5) whether it is a town (uppercase) or village (lowercase). 

 Similarly, Stieler’s atlas (1925) uses different typefaces, case, underlines and 

spacing (Figure 5 right). Stieler encodes quantitative data into labels indicating a 

few ordered levels, such as underlines ordered dot, dash, thin, thick, double thin, 

double thick; or populations indicated as a combination of case and italics ordered 

lowercase italic, lowercase roman, uppercase italic, uppercase roman. 
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Fig. 5.  Small portions of map legends where multiple data attributes are encoded into labels us-

ing multiple typographic attributes. Ordnance Survey 1926, (www.davidrumsey.com/luna/serv-

let/s/s15w94) and Stieler’s 1924 Atlas (www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/791qv7), both 

from the David Rumsey Map Collection, http://www.davidrumsey.com. Used with permission. 

2.2 Visual Attribute Research 

Bertin’s Semiology of Graphics (1983) presented a systematic organization of 

information graphics including visual attributes (i.e., retinal variables) such as 

size, hue and brightness, and their representations as points, lines or areas, from 

which a wide variety of charts, graphs and thematic maps can be constructed. Ber-

tin did not explicitly identify text labels as a visual attribute. Use of labels and 

specific typographic attributes occur tangentially, such as hand-annotated maps at 

the elemental level labelling proper nouns in all caps (Bertin 1983, pp. 308-309). 

Since then, other researchers have expanded on Bertin’s visual attributes from 

various fields including visualization, cartography and perception; but researchers 

have generally ignored text or minimized text to a single visual attribute, as shown 

in Table 1. The Tyner 2010 column summarizes visual attributes from sources in-

cluding Kraak & Ormeling, Krygier & Wood, MacEachren (shown as a separate 

column), Monmonier, Slocum and Tyner. The Preattentive Perception column 

summarizes psychology research discussed by Healely and Enns (2012).  

http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/serv-let/s/s15w94
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/serv-let/s/s15w94
http://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/s/791qv7
http://www.davidrumsey.com/
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Table 1. Table of Visual Attributes 

 
 

Past research may have overlooked text and font attributes on the assumption 

that other visual attributes capture this information. But this oversight leaves am-

biguity and questions. For example, Bertin identifies the attribute intensity, which 

could be applied to a label (e.g., light grey, dark grey, black), but font weight 

(lightweight, bold, black) is also similar to intensity. Similarly, size can be adjust-

ed by scaling text, or adjusting intercharacter spacing, or using variants of font 

width (e.g., condensed and expanded variants). What font attributes are available? 
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Researchers have identified typographic conventions for categories in maps. 

For example, Cuff and Mattson (1982) surveyed cartographic labelling conven-

tions including uppercase, italics and serif/sans serif as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Table of Letter Convention of major map publishers (redrawn based on Hodges 1989) 

 
 

Brewer’s Designing Better Maps (2005) indicates use of typeface, italic/roman, 

hue, alignment for categoric data and size, weight, scaling (condensed/expanded), 

brightness, case and spacing for ordered data. Krygier (2005) indicates the use of 

weight, italic, size, hue, brightness, case, spacing and condensed. Krygier also 

recognizes but recommends against underlines. Muehlenhaus (2014) discusses 

qualitative attributes including font family (recommending sans serifs), oblique 

and type arrangement; and quantitative attributes including case, value and weight.  

Visual attributes and typography occur separately in most cartography texts 

(e.g., MacEachren, Tyner, Muehlenhaus, Krygier), and generally typographic at-

tributes are not considered elements for thematic maps, even though they share 

many similarities to visual attributes. 

2.3 Typographic Attributes 

Table 3 summarizes typographic attributes to encode data into labels and their 

relationship to well understood pre-attentive visual attributes (Wolfe & Horowitz 

2004). Type attributes are listed vertically: 

 Glyphs are the letterforms that literally encode data. Alphanumeric glyphs 

are orderable, but symbols are not. 

 Font Family Attributes are type features typically made available with a 

typeface family, such as bold, italic, typeface and condensed/expanded fonts.  

o Font weight can encode ordered data. Up to nine weights are available 

in some fonts but fewer levels are perceivable at small sizes. 

o Oblique can have both a reverse slope, non-slope and familiar forward 

slope, making it feasible to represent both positive and negative values.  
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o Case can be used in Latin-based alphabets to create an ordering from 

lowercase, to SMALL CAPS, to UPPERCASE. 

o Typeface can be used for qualitative data (i.e., categories). While there 

are 100,000+ fonts, only a few groups work at small sizes and are sig-

nificantly different from each other to be noticeably different.  

o Underline is broadly available in most fonts, and, as shown in the atlas 

in Figure 1, can be used to create an ordering. 

 Sequence indicates differences which require context of a sequence of 

glyphs, such as a superscript or s p a c i n g. Squishing text is not recom-

mended by typographers but a few fonts are specifically designed for scal-

ing, e.g., Neue Swift. Pairs of delimiters such as (), <>, ** are a potential 

means for differentiating some labels.  

 Font Design indicates features manipulated by a font designer when creating 

a new font. While these may be feasible typographic attributes to encode in-

formation, in practice, they are not easily accessed from most applications. 

Parametric fonts do expose many low level features (e.g., prototypo.io).  

Table 3. Table of typographic attributes, relation to visual channels and types of encoding. 

 
 

The Visual Channel columns indicate the relation between the typographic at-

tribute and well researched visual channels. For example, font weight at a macro-

level can be understood to alter the intensity of characters while at a micro-level it 

can be understood as varying the size (i.e., width) of letter strokes.   

Some visual channels have stronger cues for guiding attention and can visually 

pop-out, as summarized in the column Preattentive Potential. For example, both 

intensity and size are considered preattentive, so font weight, which uses both, is 

considered highly probable in this table. These preattentive capabilities imply that 

typographic attributes can be utilized similar to other visual attributes – that is – to 

create thematic maps. 
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3. Multi-variate Label-based Cartograms  

Choropleth maps and cartograms have issues, as previously outlined in the in-

troduction. Instead of indicating a geographic region’s identity with shape, a label 

can be used. A label literally encodes the entity and uses visual attributes to visu-

ally pop-out data. Figure 6 shows two simple label-based cartograms of the U.S. 

states as squares (left) and rectangles (right). In both, data is indicated by color. 

 

    

Fig. 6.  Label-based cartograms. Labels indicate states and color indicates data. Left image © 

2015 Bloomberg L.P., http://bloom.bg/2k5uoqF. Used with permission. Right image by author. 

3.1 Multivariate Labels  

With a label-based cartogram, the label can be used as the basis to encode data 

using a wide variety of visual attributes including font-specific attributes. Figure 7 

uses font weight to encode 2010 GDP per capita, font spacing for GDP growth, 

font oblique angle for inflation (reverse slope for deflation, e.g., Ireland), and col-

or for region. This representation can be used to answer simple questions of a sin-

gle variable, e.g., Are there countries with high growth rates (A: Yes, widely 

spaced China, Korea, Seychelles). Complex questions across multiple variables 

can be answered too, e.g., Are there countries with high GDP, high growth and 

low inflation (A. Heavyweight, widely spaced, non-italic, e.g., Macao, Sweden); 

or, Are there countries with low GDP, high growth rates and low inflation (A. 

Lightweight, widely spaced, non-italic, e.g., Kenya, Timor-Leste).  

Note that only a subset font attributes are available in any given font family. 

While two levels of weight are fairly common (i.e., plain and bold), many fonts do 

not provide more. Multiple angles of italic are rarely available: here an oblique 

angle is created by applying a shear transformation to the text. Many fonts do not 

have expanded or condensed versions: font spacing (i.e., tracking) is an alternative 

used in this example. Many of the examples in this document use fonts Segoe UI, 

Source Sans Pro, or Roboto: high-quality, widely available, sans serif fonts with 

more than five weights (and with Roboto also offering a condensed version).    

http://bloom.bg/2k5uoqF
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Fig. 7.  A multivariate label-based thematic map indicating data via color, font weight, spacing 

and oblique slope angle. Image created by authors. 

3.2 Scalability to Thousands of Labels  

The approach can scale to different layout algorithms and higher data densities.  

 

    

Fig. 8.  Left: 2269 UK postcode districts, located geographically, showing data by font weight, 

oblique angle, case and color. Right: Cartogram of the same data. See Figure 9 for close-up. 
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Figure 8 shows 2269 UK Postcode districts plotted directly by latitude and lon-

gitude on the left; and a cartogram of the same data on the right. In the left view, 

most labels are occluded and the plot only illustrates postcode densities. In the 

right view, each label is clearly distinguished and readable on a modern monitor. 

Visible patterns are identifiable. For example, color indicates the occupation with 

the highest difference vs. national average. Green for agriculture in the west, blue 

for finance around east London, amber for mining in the north-east, etc. 

Figure 9 shows a close up. Letters indicate postal code districts, e.g., M## for 

districts in Manchester. Weight indicates population. Oblique angle indicates me-

dian age: reverse slope indicates a younger age, forward slope for older age. Case 

indicates number of bedrooms per person: uppercase if more than one bedroom, 

lowercase if less. In Figure 9, patterns in oblique angle indicate regional variation 

in age, e.g., most of the postcodes near the top left (LL## indicating districts near 

Llandudno) slope right (indicating older median age) while districts within Man-

chester (M##) tend to slope left (indicating younger ages). 

 

   

Fig. 9.  Close up of Northern Wales, Liverpool and Manchester. Images by authors. 

3.3 Long Labels  

Both previous examples used short mnemonic codes for labels. Sometimes only 

labels of varying length are available. This creates problems: 1) it is difficult to fit 

long labels into circles or squares; and, 2) long labels have greater visual area than 

short labels, thereby making the long-labeled item more salient than the short-

labeled item (e.g., the label San Francisco is more prominent than Rome). Solu-

tions could include: 

 Forced Contraction: Limit strings to an arbitrary number of characters fol-

lowed by an ellipsis to indicate missing characters (e.g., San Fran…). 

 Popular Contraction: Some place names have well known contractions, e.g., 

NYC for New York City. 

 Use areas with long aspect ratios: The areas used in the cartogram can be 

long and narrow to better fit long labels. 
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 Labels exceed areas: While it is ideal to fit the label to the area, labels can 

be longer than the target area.  

Figure 10 shows a portion of a cartogram of Canada census data – some cities 

have long labels. Labels are associated with brightly colored fixed size areas, re-

ducing the visual prominence of label length. For example, short heavy weight la-

bels (e.g., Montreal, Toronto) are more prominent than long lightweight labels 

(e.g., Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Kitchener-Cambridge-Waterloo). 

 

 

Fig. 10.  Close up of cartogram of Canadian metropolitan areas. Image by authors. 

3.4 Positional and Proportional Encodings  

When labels use a sequence of characters, these characters can be manipulated 

individually. Instead of encoding a value by applying it to all characters, it can be 

encoded to a subset of characters: 

Positional Encoding: By treating each character independently, each position 

can encode different data. For example, the cartogram in Figure 11 indicates nine 

different risk factors: bold, italic and underline are applied independently to each 

letter of the three-letter ISO code. At a macro-level, country codes with few addi-

tional formats are less risky than country codes with many formats. 

Proportional Encoding: Any typographic format can be applied to a length of 

characters to indicate quantities. For example, in Figure 12, the proportion of up-

percase is used to indicate life expectancy: JPN has longer lives than USa, which 

in turn is longer than Mda, and in turn longer than zaf.   
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Fig. 11.  Map indicating nine different risk factors indicated by bold, italic and underline applied 

independently to each letter of three-letter ISO code. Image by authors. 

 

 

Fig. 12.  Map indicating life span using proportions of uppercase, and prevalence of HIV by pro-

portion of italic to indicate data. Image by authors. 

3.5 Label-based Layouts  

While the focus of this article is on the use of font attributes in cartograms, dif-

ferent algorithms have been used to produce the above cartograms: 

Grid-based Cartogram: The cartograms in figures 7, 10 and 11 use a regular 

mesh-based cell deletion approach (e.g., rectangular grid or hexagonal tiling). It 
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starts with a large, regularly subdivided mesh such that each geographic item (e.g., 

country, district, city, etc) has a unique cell location. Then, successive rows (or 

columns) are merged such that merging two adjacent rows (or columns) retain all 

items and no two items occupy the same cell.  

Force-Directed Cartogram: The cartograms in figures 8 and 9 use a force-

directed layout based on an extracted mesh. First, all items are placed using lati-

tude and longitude. Then, a Delaunay triangulation connects adjacent items into a 

triangular mesh. Next, a force-directed layout is used to push apart items which 

are close together (repulsive charge), while keeping adjacent items adjacent (edge 

forces). The result of a force-directed layout may have a few items that remain 

partially overlapped. A final step walks through all the pairwise overlapping 

bounding boxes and pushes labels apart. 

Non-Geographic: When a label-based approach is used, labels can be rear-

ranged into other visualizations – such as scatterplots, Venn diagrams, distribu-

tions, tag clouds, heatmaps, graphs and so on. Figure 13 shows a scatterplot of 

countries plotting birth rate vs. death rate, with label size indicating country popu-

lation. With a label-based representation, consistent markers (i.e., the label) can be 

utilized across different visualization techniques maintaining constancy thereby 

reducing cognitive load and reducing effort to learn multiple representations. 

 

 

Fig. 13.  Country birth rate vs. death rate. Image by authors. 

4. Discussion  

There are many different aspects to the effectiveness of typographic attributes 

that could be evaluated: speed of perception vs. ease of decoding, interference be-

tween attributes when using multiple attributes in the same label, potential infor-
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mation loss, legibility and number of levels per attribute which can be perceived, 

impact of typographic attributes on readability, aesthetics of typographic-attribute 

based maps, intuitive encodings of typographic attributes, and so on. Evaluations 

are on-going: some have been done and many more should be considered.  

Information lossiness is an evaluation of the fidelity per visual attribute in an 

encoding; and an estimate of permutations across multiple attributes to compare 

relative lossiness (Brath and Banissi 2015). A simple example is shown in Figure 

14: both maps use 5 levels of hue. However, the colors of countries can be clearly 

identified in only 143 out of 187 countries in a choropleth map (at 520 x 310 reso-

lution), while the corresponding label-based cartogram has all 187 countries with 

values readable (at the same resolution). In this example the choropleth has a fi-

delity of 76% compared to the cartogram. This approach can be extended to repre-

sentations with many more attributes to consider the effect of tradeoffs between 

different encodings. In general, label-based cartograms outperform choropleths 

and cartograms as many areas otherwise too small to be distinguished can be made 

visible and explicitly labelled, e.g., compare left and right images in Figure 8.    

 

   

Fig. 14.  Comparison of a choropleth map and the equivalent label-based cartogram. Left: The 

World Bank: Health expenditure, total (% of GDP) databank.worldbank.org, used with permis-

sion. Right image by authors. 

Identification and location tasks measure responses. Seventeen participants 

used the two maps in Figure 14 in a similar approach to the National Geographic 

map literacy survey (GfK 2006) and summarized in Table 4. The identification 

task required the viewer to identify two circled countries in each map type. The 

location task required the viewer to indicate the color of two named countries for 

each map type. Viewers were either graduate students from computer science or 

employed in the domain of computer software development. Given that the sub-

jects were older than the 18-24 year olds in the National Geographic study, coun-

tries used for the tasks were less commonly referenced in popular media, such as 

Niger, Albania, Ivory Coast and Slovenia. 

Overall, the ISO-labeled cartogram outperformed the choropleth map 2.2 times. 

This implies the textual mnemonic with relative positioning acted as a better aid 

for recall than the geographical outline with accurate positioning. The perfor-

mance difference was significantly greater for the identification task. Possibly this 

http://databank.worldbank.org/
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was due to the ISO-label acting as a mnemonic cue for identification, or perhaps it 

is a result of the small study size. A larger study would be desirable. 

Table 4. Percent correct responses to map identification and location tasks. 

Task and percent  

Correct Responses 

Choropleth 

Map 

ISO-labeled 

Cartogram 

ISO Cartogram 

Outperformance 

Identify circled country 15% 65% 4.4x 

Locate country and indicate color 53% 85% 1.6x 

Total 34% 75% 2.2x 

 

Critiques from typographers and visualization experts raise different concerns. 

Legibility relates to the clear decoding of individual alphanumeric glyphs and is an 

issue related to type size. For example, fewer levels of weight will be discernable 

at small type sizes. Readability relates to the ease of reading type: encoding data 

proportionally along the length of a string (e.g., USa) may be more difficult to 

read than an attribute applied across full words. Related to readability is familiari-

ty with common formats and typefaces: e.g., a switch between serif and sans serif 
may be unnoticeable given our familiarity with both whereas a switch to blacklet-

ter may be more noticeable. Intuitive encoding helps the viewer decode a visuali-

zation when multiple variables are encoded. For example, using font weight to in-

dicate population (Figure 8) or GDP (Figure 7) is an intuitive relationship between 

the magnitude of the font weight and a measurement of magnitude. Using an arbi-

trary combination of weight, slope and underline (Figure 11) is non-intuitive. 

Long label bias is raised by many critics – a few approaches have been presented 

here but not evaluated. Finally, one researcher noted that the use of type as a the-

matic attribute may require re-evalution of attributes as outlined by Bertin.   

5. Conclusion  

At a high-level, we have provided various evidence regarding the potential for 

a new way of thinking about thematic maps based on textual labels. Over the last 

few decades, researchers have codified the mechanics of colorful choropleths and 

contorted cartograms. However, the historic record of the last 700 years has hinted 

at the hidden potential of typographic possibilities. We have organized these typo-

graphic attributes, applied them to thematic maps, and shown how they can lay 

out, scale up (to many attributes and/or many labels), handle long labels and even 

encode small ranges of quantitative values.  

How far can thematic labels go? The many images herein are only the start. 

One obvious extension is interactivity (implied by the Click Me button in Figure 

7) which suggests animation, zooming, filtering, hyperlinks and analytics at the 

click of a mouse. But labels aren’t constrained to geographic entities: they can be 
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anything. Imagine a thematic map of local coffee shops labeled with the barista on 

duty and their ratings; or a version of Facebook with friends arranged by proximi-

ty and thematic attributes for current activities. There are many possibilities.   
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